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Demonstrate the value of creating an IO analysis model to capture DoD FBCF 
Evaluate the feasibility of creating an IO analysis model to capture DoD FBCF
Define the components (sectors) within the DoD
Identify and track the flow of fuel from source to final destination also known as the tooth
Apply model to evaluate system
Results/Future Research
How to save fuel?
End user efficiency has biggest impact
Multipliers cause ripple effects in supply chain
Battlespace and geography should dictate method of fuel delivery
Data collection is necessary to support decisions about fuel reduction options.
Map a new supply chain with different characteristics than Afghanistan.
Incorporate other factors of FBCF
Casualties (Equipment and Lives)
Manpower/Personnel Costs
Depreciation
Exploit data sources to build comprehensive model.
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The Multiplier Effect
Fuel Requirements and Average Multiplier - Historical
